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Abstract Introduction
During the shuttle launches, the solid rocket
motors (SRM) occasionally experience pressure
perturbations (8-13 psi) between 65 and 75 seconds into
the motor burn time. The magnitudes of these
perturbations are very small in comparison with the
operating motor chamber pressure, which is over 600
psi during this time frame. These SRM pressure
perturbations are believed to be caused primarily by the
expulsion of slag (aluminum oxide).
Two SRM static tests, TEM-11 and FSM-4, were
instrumented extensively for the study of the
phenomenon associated with pressure perturbations.
The test instrumentation used included nonintrusive
optical and infrared diagnostics of the plume, such as
high-speed photography, radiometers, and thermal image
cameras. Results from all these nonintrusive
observations strongly support the scenario that the
pressure perturbation event in the shuttle SRM is
caused primarily by the expulsion of molten slag. The
slag was also expelled preferentially near the bottom of
the nozzle due to slag accumulation at the bottom of the
aft end of the horizontally oriented motor.
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The space shuttle utilizes nearly six million pounds
of the combined boosting power of two solid rocket
motors during its launch into low Earth orbit. Since
the redesign of the SRM and the return to flight in
September 1988, 43 pairs of the redesigned solid rocket
motor (RSRM) have been successfully fired in the
launching of the space shuttle. Additionally, during the
redesign effort, 22 successful static firings of the SRMs
have been conducted at the Thiokol Space Operations
test facility in Utah, to verify and qualify the
improvements to the motor. After completion of the
redesign efforts and refurbishment of postlaunch motor
components, RSRM has been redefined as "reusable
solid rocket motor."
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Figure 1. Chamber Pressure Perturbation in Right-
Hand RSRM During STS-54 Launch.
During the STS-54 launch (RSRM-29) on January
13, 1993, the right-hand solid rocket motor experienced
a 13.9-psi chamber pressure perturbation at 67 seconds
into the motor operation _ (Figure 1). This pressure
augmentation equated to a thrust change of about 51 klb
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andaderivedthrustimbalanceof 76klb. Historically,
severalshuttlesolidrocketmotorsflownto datehave
exhibitedpressureperturbationsduringthe65-to 75-
secondperiodafterthemotorignition. However,all
thrustandpressurevariations(includingthe STS-54)
have remainedwithin the specificationlimits.
Postflightassessmentof themotorshasnot revealed
anyanomalousconditions.
Pressureperturbationshavebeenobservedin other
solidrocketmotorsdueto expulsionof igniteror
insulationmaterialsTM, and the motor thrust during
such events drops abruptly before rising. However, the
RSRM motors do not exhibit such behavior during
chamber pressure perturbation events. Instead, the
thrust is in phase with the chamber pressure during this
event s. The resulting ratio of the thrust to pressure
ratio [(F/P) ....... d / (F/P))expected] is greater than 1.0,
indicating an augmentation of the thrust during the
perturbation event over and above that associated with
the chamber pressure rise. The observed time span of
these pressure perturbations, lasting over a second, is
also much longer than expected for an object such as
insulation or other solid debris exiting the nozzle.
Several scenarios were investigated to explain the
pressure perturbations in the RSRMs based on a fault
tree developed after STS-54. Of these, the expulsion of
slag appeared to be the most plausible scenario to
explain the observations in the chamber pressure as well
as the thrust to pressure ratio increase: The ballistic
effects of ejection of a continuous stream of slag debris
were evaluated using simple 1-D nozzle ballistic models
by Whitesides 5. Condensed-phase aluminum oxide
(A1203), referred to as slag, is a natural combustion
product of aluminized solid rocket propellant 6"7. The
shuttle RSRM propellant contains 16% aluminum by
weight. In the RSRM, the cavity created by the
submerged portion of the nozzle in the motor's aft end
provides an ideal location for slag accumulation during
motor burn. TtSs slag mixes with the recirculating
gaseous combustion products of the propellant and
forms a slurry. Ejection of this slurried slag mass may
be induced by nozzle vectoring or other large side loads
on the motor, resulting in a chamber pressure
perturbation.
Two full-scale motor static firings, Technical
Evaluation Motor No. 11 (TEM- 11) and Flight Support
Motor No. 4 (FSM-4) were instrumented extensively
to further understanding of slag expulsion phenomenon
in the RSRM and the associated chamber pressure
perturbations. In both tests the instrumentation included
nonintrusive optical and infrared diagnostics of the
plume, such as high-speed photography, radiometers,
and thermal image cameras, in addition to other
instruments, such as real time radiography (RTR),
accelerometers, strain and girth gages, and
thermocouples. This article describes the optical and
infrared instrumentation employed in the two static
firings, the observations from these instruments, and
the interpretations to support the scenario that slag
expulsion causes the pressure perturbation events in the
RSRM.
SRM Static Test
I
The static firing of a full-scale SRM is normally
conducted on one of the two test stands, T-24 and T-97,
at the Thiokol Space Operations test facility at
Promontory, Utah. TEM-11 was fired on September 28,
1993 in T-97, and FSM-4 was fired on March 10, 1994
in T-24. TEM-11 was a High-Performance Motor with
mostly Kerr-McGee (KM) ammonium perchlorate (AP)
propellant, and FSM-4 was an RSRM with Western
Electrochemical Company (WECCO) AP propellant.
During the static firing, the motors were oriented
horizontally with the motor centerline 10 feet above the
ground. This orientation is favorable for slag
accumulation in the submerged nozzle region of the
motor, as evidenced by the slag retained at the end of the
motor burn, and indicated by the RTR 8"9. To induce
expulsion of the accumulated slag and the associated
phenomenon in the chamber pressure, unique nozzle
vectoring (as shown in Figure 2) was employed in both
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Figure 2. Nozzle Vectoring Employed in TEM-11 and
FSM-4 Test To Induce Expulsion of Slag. (Event E
was added to FSM-4.)
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Figure 3. TEM-11 Static Firing Radiometer Arrangement To Support the Pressure Perturbation Studies.
static firings. Vectoring event E was added to the
FSM-4 duty cycle to determine if a pressure
perturbation could be induced early in the burn with the
absence of any accumulated slag in the motor's aft end.
Instrumentation
The motor plumes were visually observed using
high-speed cameras at rates of both 1000 and 2000
frames/second. Five cameras were employed in the
TEM-11 and four cameras in the FSM-4 test. The
cameras, located about 300 feet from the nozzle,
observed the plume from the nozzle exit plane to about
five nozzle diameters downstream. All cameras were
located aft of the nozzle exit plane, and were turned on
remotely at 60 seconds after motor ignition. The
1000 frames/second camera filmed the plume until
108 seconds after motor ignition, whereas the 2000
frames/second camera filmed the plume until 84 seconds
after motor ignition.
Figure 3 shows the radiometer arrangement
employed in the TEM-11 static firing to study the
pressure perturbation analysis. Wide-angle radiometers
were mounted directly on the nozzle wall and aimed
parallel to the Plume axis. These radiometers provided a
circumferential distribution of the plume radiation
during the pressure perturbation events. The 4-degree,
narrow-view radiometers were mounted on a post
downstream of the nozzle exit plane to measure
radiation across the plume at a location 45 inches
downstream from the nozzle exit plane. Two sets of
specially designed 50-degree wide-angle radiometer pairs,
with a higher response (15 msec), were also employed
in both the tests to identify the nature of the emissions
in the plume during the pressure perturbation events.
Each pair included one radiometer with an external
sapphire window and another with both an external
sapphire window and a 1.45-1.85 _tm filter underneath.
The radiometer arrangement for.the FSM-4 test was
identical to that in the TEM-11 test, except for the
following: The specially designed 50-degree wide-angle
radiometer pair was removed from station 1881.40 and
mounted on the test bay floor 1 foot above the ground
and 8 feet forward of the nozzle exit plane, and aimed aft
toward the plume. The 4-degree, narrow-view
radiometers were deleted. Instead, four narrow-view
radiometers (6-degree) were mounted on the nozzle
external wall every 90 degrees, starting at 3 degrees and
at a station 6 inches forward of the nozzle exit plane.
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Figure 4a. Chamber Pressure Traces for TEM- 11 and
FSM-4 Tests.
Infrared cameras were also employed in the two
tests to observe the plume in the 3-12 _tm range at a
scanning rate of 30 frames/second. The cameras were
located about 300 feet from the nozzle and about 80 to
120 feet forward of the nozzle exit plane. In the
TEM-11 test, two thermal image cameras were located
on the south side of the motor. For FSM-4, thermal
image cameras were located on both sides of the motor.
The cameras used included an Inframetrics 760 and an
Inframetrics 600. The purpose of these cameras was to
study the nature of the thermal emissions from the
ejected material during the pressure perturbation events.
Efforts to study the plume with a spectrometer in
the 1-12 _tm range were not successful. The change in
the shape of the spectrum during the pressure
perturbation, in conjunction with the results of the
thermal iv0age cameras and the 50-degree view-angle
radiometers, would have provided further insight into
the nature of the ejected material.
Results
The chamber pressures measured at the head end of
the motor for both TEM-11 and FSM-4 tests are
illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b. The nozzle vectoring
employed in the two tests is also shown here. As
mentioned before, nozzle vectoring event E was
performed only in the FSM-4 test. As anticipated,
pressure perturbations occurred during the 66 to 70-
second nozzle pitch-up event in both tests. The
magnitude of the pressure perturbation was about
11 psi in the TEM-11 test and 9.1 psi in the FSM-4
t 5FSM-4
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Figure 4b. Chamt_er Pressure Traces in the 60- to 80-
1
Second Time Frame for TEM-11 and FSM-4 Tests
Showing the Pressure Perturbations During Vectoring
:_ Events B and C.
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test. Both tests peaked at about 68 seconds and lasted
for about 1.5 seconds. The pressure perturbations in the
succeeding rock vectoring event for both tests were in
the 5-psi range, and were significantly smaller compared
to the pressure perturbation events at 68 seconds. Also,
as expected, there was no evidence of a chamber pressure
perturbation during event E in the FSM-4 test.
However, in the FSM-4 test, a pressure perturbation of
approximately 8 psi occurred near web time
(109.3 seconds) without any nozzle vectoring.
Analyses of the high-speed motion pictures of the
plume from both the TEM-11 and FSM-4 tests in the
60- to 108-second time frame clearly demonstrated the
expulsion of hot, bright material in the vicinity of the
bottom of the nozzle exit plane during the chamber
pressure perturbation events. Typical ejecta from the
TEM-11 test before and during the 68-second pressure
perturbation event are illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b.
These observations were made in both the TEM-11 and
FSM=4 tests. These ejecta were highly localized and
continuous during short intervals, appearing as white
streaks. The white streaks in the high-speed film--their
shape, motion, vorticity, and brightness, and their
interaction with the plume--suggest a more dense fluid,
such as slag 9. These white streaks were predominantly
observed at the bottom of the plume. When the high-
speed film indicated an increase in white streak activity,
the radiometers nearest the activity showed an increased
heat flux and there was also an increase of the motor
head-end pressure during that period of time. The larger
the area covered by the white streaks, the more the
radiometer responded. The heat flux responses of the
radiometers on the nozzle are discussed in the following
4
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paragraphs.Theangularpositionof thestreaksalso
matchedthelocationoftheincreasedheatfluxmeasured
bytheradiometers.Thehighlyagitatedmotionof the
slagin thevicinityof thenozzlelip (observedon the
RTR)priorto thepressureperturbationeventsalso
stronglyindicatedthatthepressureperturbationswere
causedbyslagejection9.
on the top half of the nozzle(UANAV003and
UANAV004)werequiescentduringtheentiremotor
bumandfollowedthenominalmotorchamberpressure
trace.However,theradiometersmountedonthebottom
halfof thenozzle(UANAV001andUANAV002)were
considerablynoisierfrom40secondsafterthemotor
ignition to the end of the motorbum. These
radiometersalso measuredistinctradiationspikes
matchingverywell with the pressureperturbation
eventsin the motor, with almost one,to-one
correspondence,asshowninFigure6b.Theseradiation
Figure5a.QuiescentPlumeBeforeNozzleVectoring
EventBat66SecondsinTEM-11Test.StillFrame
from2000Frames/SecondCameraLocatedonNorth
Side300FeetfromNozzle.
° !5
200 _
0 0 20 40 60 80 100 0
Time (second)
Figure 6a. TEM-11 Nozzle Wall Radiometer Heat
Fluxes. Radiometers Mounted on Nozzle Top
Half Were Quiescent During Motor Burn
While Radiometers on Bottom Half Were Noisier with
Distinct Radiation Spikes.
Figure 5b. Ejection of Hot, Bright Slag Near Bottom of
Nozzle During 11 psi Pressure Perturbation at 68
Seconds in TEM-11 Test. These Ejecta were Localized
and Continuous During Short Intervals. Still Frame
from 2000 Frames/Second Camera Located on the North
Side 300 Feet from the Nozzle.
Figures 6a and 6b show the radiation measured by
the wide-angle radiometers mounted on the nozzle
external wall on the north side of the vertical axis (pitch
plane) in the TEM-11 test. The chamber pressure is
also shown in these figures. The radiometers mounted
680
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Figure 6b. Distinct Radiative Heat Flux Perturbations
Were Measured by the Nozzle Mounted
Radiometers in Nozzle Bottom Half
During Motor Chamber Pressure Perturbation
Events in TEM- 11.
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spikesalsomatchedwellwiththeincreasedhot,white
emissionactivitiesobservedin thebottomhalfof the
plumein thehigh-speedmotionpictures. Similar
observationsweremadein themeasurementsof the
wide-angleradiometersmountedontheotherhalfof the
nozzle(symmetricaboutthe verticalaxis) in the
TEM-11test,aswellasthenozzle-mountedra iometers
in theFSM-4test.
Figure7illustratestheheatfluxesmeasuredbythe
wide-angleradiometers(UANAV001andUANAV008)
mountedon thenozzleat 22.5and337.5degrees,
respectively,in the TEM-11test. Thesetwo
radiometerswerelocatedsymmetricallyabouthepitch
planeofthenozzle(verticalaxis)asshownin Figure7.
Bothof theseradiometersmeasuredheatflux spikes
duringthe11-psipressureperturbationassociatedwith
pitcheventB sinceslagejectionassociatedwith the
pitch vectoringwouldhavebeenin the planeof
symmetryof thesetworadiometers.However,during
rockeventC, thenozzleinletnosecapmovedtoward
thesubmergednozzleregionat the45-degreeangular
location.Thismotioninducedthelocalizedejectionof
theslaginto theplumetowardtherockplaneof the
nozzleandtheassociated5-psipressureperturbation.
Consequently,a significantradiationspike was
measuredby theradiometerlocatedat 22.5degrees
(UANAV001)whilenoappreciableradiationspikewas
measuredby the radiometerlocatedat 337.5degrees
(UANAV008).For FSM-4,theradiometerlocatedat
22.5degreeswassootedandreadlow duringrock
eventC. However, the 67.5-degree gage recorded a
higher heat flux than the 337.5-degree gage 9.
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Figure 7. Significant Radiation Spike Measured Only
by Nozzle Radiometer Mounted Adjacent to Rock Plane
in Lower Half of Nozzle During TEM-11 Rock
Event C.
Such radiometer observations clearly demonstrated that
dipping the nose of the nozzle into the submerged
nozzle region at the 45-degree angular location would
cause the slag to be expelled toward that plane, resulting
in a chamber pressure perturbation. These results
support the localized nature of the slag emissions during
the nozzle vectoring events and the associated chamber
pressure perturbations in the motor.
Similar radiation spikes corresponding to the
pressure perturbations were also observed in the
measurements of the 4-degree, narrow-view radiometers
(Figure 8) mounted on the post downstream of the
nozzle exit piano in the TEM-11 test. Radiometer
URPAX010, ain_ed 40 inches below the plume
centerline, measured the radiation spikes associated with
the pressure perturbations during the nozzle vectoring
events. However, radiometers URPAX052 and
URPAX051, aimed 40 and 80 inches above the plume
centerline, did not measure any corresponding radiation
spikes. These results were consistent with the
observations from the nozzle-mounted radiometers and
add further evidence to the localized ejection of hot slag
material in the bottom half of the plume during the
pressure perturbation events. Moreover, the radiation
spike measured by radiometer URPAX010 during the
pressure perturbation associated with rock event C was
larger than the radiation spike during the pressure
perturbation associated with pitch event B. This result
should be expected as this radiometer viewed the plume
from the north side, which was closer to the rock plane
of the nozzle, and the slag was expected to have a
preferred ejection location through the nozzle toward the
nozzle vectoring plane.
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Figure 8. Radiative Fluxes Measured by 4-degree
Narrow View Radiometers in TEM-11 Test. The
Measured Fluxes are Shifted by Increments of
10 Btu/ft^2-sec for Clarity.
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Thethinfilm sensorsusedin the50-degreehigh-
response(15msec)radiometersin theTEM-11test
failedduringthe test due to the strongground
vibrations. Thesesensorswereredesignedfor the
FSM-4testat a reducedresponsetimeof 30msec.
They then functionednominally. The radiation
measuredbythesepairedradiometerswasintendedto be
utilizedin conjunctionwithotherradiometerdataand
thespectrometerdatato providefurthercircumstantial
evidencethatthematerialejectedby theSRMduring
thepressureperturbationeventswasslag(aluminum
oxide)accumulatinginsidethemotor.
Figure9 showsthe radiation measured b2) the pair
of 50-degree wide-angle radiometers, mounted on the
test bay floor in the FSM-4 test. The results were
similar to other radiometers viewing the plume's
bottom half, with definite radiation spikes
corresponding to the chamber pressure perturbations.
Both the filtered (1.45 - 1.85 _tm) and unfiltered (0.15 -
5.0 _tm) radiometers displayed identical trends in the
radiation spikes during the pressure perturbations. This
result suggested that the material ejected during the
pressure perturbation event could be emitting like a gray
body such as condensed phase aluminum oxide.
700 1 .... J .... i .... i ' '..I ' _ .... t .... / 14
" UAPAX028 I_ | ]
r (unfiltesed) r _ i'll ]
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Figure 9. Radiative Flux Measured by 50-Degree,
Fast-Response Radiometers in FSM-4 Test.
The results of the paired radiometers also indicated
that a large (over 90%) portion of the radiative heat flux
from the plume was in the spectral region with a wave-
length of less than 2 gm. Analytical calculations using
the reverse Monte Carlo method 1°indicated that nearly
70% of the radiation from the plume was contributed by
the aluminum oxide particles with gray-body emission
characteristics. Consequently, a large portion of the
plume radiation in the spectral region with a wavelength
of less than 2 I.tm is contributed by the condensed phase
aluminum oxide and special attention will be given to
the less than 2-lam region of the plume spectrum in the
spectrometer investigation proposed for the FSM-5 test.
As mentioned before, efforts to obtain spectral
information have been unsuccessful in both the
TEM-11 and FSM-4 tests. Plans are underway to
obtain the plume spectral information in the FSM-5
test to be conducted in October 1995.
Preliminary calculations using a reverse Monte
Carlo method 1°indicate that the ratio of the heat flux in
the 2-I.tm region to the heat flux in the 10 gm region
will be increased by about 10% during the pressure
perturbation events. This increase is caused primarily
by the addition of a sheet of liquid slag (aluminum
oxide) mass to the plume products according to the
reverse Monte Carlo calculation. The temperature of
this liquid slag is higher than its surrounding gases
since slag retains its heat better than gas. The Monte
Carlo method also predicts that the 10-1am region of the
spectrum is not significantly affected by the addition of
the slag in the plume. Consequently, any significant
change in the plume's spectral content during the
pressure perturbation events would have clearly
demonstrated the nature of the fluid ejected during such
events.
Moreover, the head-end pressure, RTR, and
radiometers had a common low-frequency oscillation
that built until the major pressure perturbation events in
the 60- to 80-second time frame. It then died down and
started to build again, lasting through the rest of the
motor operation 9. This indicated that what was going
on in the submerged nozzle region, what was being
observed by the radiometers, and what was recorded by
the head-end pressure were all linked.
Figures 10a through 10d show some flames of
the infrared images of the plume before, during, and
after the 68-second pressure perturbation event in the
TEM-11 test. The figure insets indicate the
instantaneous chamber pressure corresponding to the
thermal image frames shown and r_idiation flux to the
radiometer gage (UANAV001) located at 22.5 degrees
on the nozzle external wall. This sequence of thermal
images clearly demonstrates the ejection of hot fluid in
the plume near the bottom of the nozzle exit plane,
coinciding with the 11-psi pressure perturbation in the
motor chamber pressure. The ejecta show up as fluid
with temperatures significantly higher (Figures 10b and
10c) than the exhaust gas temperatures in the quiescent
plume (Figure 10a and Figure 10d). Corresponding
radiation spikes in the radiometers viewing the bottom
of the plume, and the emission of white, hot streaks
7
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Figure 10a. Plume Thermal Image at 65.5 Seconds Before the 11-psi Chamber Pressure Perturbation in the
TEM-11 Test. The Nozzle Is at Null Position. No Unusual Hot Emissions Noticed in the Plume.
The Color Scale Provided Above Applies to All the Following Thenml Images in This Report.
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Figure 10b. Plume Thermal Image at 67.6 Seconds During the 11-psi Chamber Pressure Perturbation in the
TEM-11 Test. The Nozzle Is Vectored to a 5.5-Degree Pitch. Hotter Emissions from the Ejeeta
in the Plume Near the Bottom of the Nozzle Exit Plane.
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Figure 10e. Plume Thermal Image at 67.8 Seconds During the 11-psi Chamber Pressure Perturbation in the
TEM-11 Test The Nozzle Is Still Vectored to a 5.5-Degree Pitch. Hotter Emissions from the Ejeeta
in the Plume Still Observed Near the Bottom of the Nozzle Exit Plane.
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Figure 10d. Plume Thermal Image at 69.0 Seconds After the 11-psi Chamber Pressure Perturbation Event in the
TEM-11 Test. The Nozzle Is Still Held in the 5.5-Degree Pitch Position. No Unusual Hot Emissions
Observed in the Plume.
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in thehigh-speedmotionpictures,furtherconfirmthis
observation.Thetemperaturescaleshownin these
figureswascalculatedassuminga plumewith an
emissivityofone(a=l.0).Assuminganaverageplume
temperatureof 3640°F(nozzlexittemperaturef om1-
D equilibriumflow calculationsusingNASALewis
code)for the quiescentplume and a measured
temperatureof2020°F(withe=l.0)fromtheresultsof
thethermalimage,aneffectiveplumeemissivityof
0.19canbecalculatedusingtheT4lawforradiativeheat
flux. Thetemperaturesshownin thethermalimages
canbetranslatedtoactualplumegastemperaturesusing
thiseffectiveplumeemissivity.Similarobservations
weremadein theinfraredmotionpicturesduringother
chamberpressureperturbationsin the TEM-11and
FSM-4tests.
Conclusions
The excellent agreement among all of the
nonintrusive optical (high-speed motion pictures) and
infrared (radiometers and thermal image cameras)
observations of the plume during pressure perturbation
events in the full-scale SRM static firing tests provides
sufficient circumstantial evidence to support the
scenario that the expulsion of slag accumulated inside
the motor during the motor burn is the primary cause
for the chamber pressure perturbations in the RSRM.
The pressure, force, RTR, strain, and accelerometer data 9
obtained during the same tests also support the slag
expulsion scenario.
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